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iPhone For Seniors For Dummies

Get down to iPhone basics--and beyond It's fun to play with new gadgets--but getting to
the point where you can navigate around a new iPhone with ease can feel daunting at
any age. Written with you in mind, the easy-to-follow steps, larger text, and full-color
images in this book help you manage, personalize, and use your new iPhone to its fullest
extent. You'll discover how to do everything from shop online and organize appointments
using Calendar, to taking and sharing pictures and downloading and listening to your
favorite music. With the latest iOS update, you'll also learn how to customize Siri
Suggestions, limit App notifications, stay in touch with Group FaceTime video calls, read
ebooks, play games--whatever you fancy! * Sync with iTunes * Stay safe while browsing *
Manage email and appointments * Download and use apps Whether you're a total newbie
or upgrading from an older model, iPhone For Seniors For Dummies helps you can sit
back, relax, and enjoy keeping up with the latest technology!

* Stay in touch with FaceTime and e-mail * Use apps to stay organized * Share photos
and videos The senior-friendly guide to your iPhone(r)! With its intuitive design and
similarity to the iPad, the iPhone is perfect for grown-ups. Still, any new technology has a
learning curve, and if you don't have a grandchild handy to explain it all, you'll welcome
this user-friendly book! Along with how to make and receive calls, you'll learn how to chat
via FaceTime, snap and share photos, manage your appointments, check e-mail, shop
online safely, track your health, enjoy games and e-books, find and manage apps, and
more, all in non-techie language that real people understand. Inside. * Tips on buying
your iPhone(r) * Basic operation and maintenance * Silence unwanted callers * Keep
track of your health * Make your iPhone more accessible * Shop and socialize online *
Find the best apps for seniors * Let iPhone make life easier
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